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CLUB COMMITTEE TRAINING 

Introduction 

 

The specific structure and processes involved in running a higher education sports club are different to those of a community based club. This document 

outlines the support and training package that has been developed by BUCS in partnership with runningsports to assist higher education institutions with 

the training and development of student sports club committees. 

 

Each year universities have an influx of new students, some of whom are keen to get involved in the sports club committees.  The make-up of the 

majority of these committees will change every year – with new students elected into committee positions. In order to ensure continuity of service 

between outgoing and incoming students and ensure the longevity and sustainability of the committee, nearly all institutions conduct some sort of 

induction, training or handover process between committee members.  The content, structure and level of this process will vary across the higher 

education sector. 

 

runningsports is Sport England’s training and education programme that provides skills and support for volunteers working in sport. 

runningsports develop a wide range of products and services to support the millions of volunteers that make sport happen across the UK. Working in 

partnership with National Governing Bodies of Sport, County Sports Partnerships, Home Country Sports Councils and National Partners, runningsports 

workshops focus on three core strands of club development: Governance & Administration; Finance & Funding; and Volunteers & Volunteer 

Management. 

 

Through research conducted by BUCS and runningsports it is clear that there has previously been no nationally recognised club committee training 

specifically for higher education sports clubs. Through the runningsports network of tutors, who work within universities and colleges, it was identified 

that many of the templates, resources, frameworks and existing narrative that runningsports already provide to community clubs could be adapted to 

create bespoke workshops that meet the specific requirements, structure and processes of higher education sport clubs.  From this research 2 x 2 hour 

workshops have been created to specifically address the club committee training requirements of higher education sports clubs. 
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CLUB COMMITTEE TRAINING 

 

1) The role of the club committee 

This workshop focuses upon the specific roles and responsibilities of each committee member, including club captain, secretary and treasurer. The 

aims and objectives include providing the committee with a focus for the year in post and how to communicate and work together effectively as a unit. 

This workshop can also be offered to institutions as 3 separate workshops if required: The Role of the Club Captain, The Role of the Secretary and 

the Role of the Treasurer. These individual workshops provide further in-depth content on the roles and responsibilities of each specific committee 

member. 

 

2) Planning your clubs future 

This workshop focuses on the development and sustainability of higher education sports clubs. Content includes the key principles of sports 

development and planning, methods of promoting and marketing the club, and examining the basic principles of setting SMART targets throughout 

the year. Also included are key factors that can create a sustainable thriving sports club not only within the university but in the wider community. 

 

The workshops are endorsed by Sport England, runningsports and BUCS, with each workshop attendee receiving a certificate of attendance once they 

have completed the training workshops. Each workshop is approximately 2 hours in duration and contains generic content and information that will be 

valuable to all higher education sports club committees. In addition to this there is the opportunity for an institution to tailor the workshops to include its 

own specific sport structures, processes, and essential information that committee members need to be aware of. Examples may include specific 

university financial processes, development plans, reporting processes, or the structure of Wednesday afternoon fixture planning. 

 

Features of the Club Committee Training Workshops: 

• Endorsed by BUCS, Sport England and runningsports 

• Supported by Home Country Sports Councils 

• Nationally recognised accredited training available for all UK higher education institutions. 

• Builds upon existing runningsports products and knowledge in club and volunteer development 

• Flexible delivery approaches to suit the institution and participants 

• Learning can be adapted to institution financial and administration processes 

• Developed by a working group of runningsports tutors who have knowledge and expertise of institution requirements. 
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CLUB COMMITTEE TRAINING 

 

Benefits of the Club Committee Training: 

• Teaches committee members the key basic principles of club development. 

• Provides a focus for the club committee 

• Encourages effective team work 

• Creates robust processes and systems 

• Identifies resources and support needed from the institution 

• Encourages committee members to work effectively 

 

To access the workshops an institution can purchase a tutor pack for a one off fee of £100. This pack includes all the workshop tutor notes, workshop 

slides, workshop handouts, and a set of 6 quick guides that provide further information and supplement learning for attendees. This fee also provides the 

institution with access to further electronic resources via the runningsports online tutor intranet. Having purchased the resources, to register the 

workshops and gain certification from runningsports, the institution is required to pay a £60 admin fee. Further sets of quick guides can be purchased for 

the supplementary cost of £15 per set of 6.   

  

It is essential that the tutor delivering the workshops has a good understanding of the sporting structure and process at that institution. This will ensure 

that the content can be delivered to a high level and the attendees get optimal benefit out of the training. BUCS and runningsports recommend that each 

institution delivering the workshops sources its own internal tutor. This tutor should meet a number of competencies which are outlined further on within 

this document (please see Tutor Competency Framework). If an institution would like to send a staff member on specific runningsports product 

orientation training this is possible by contacting runningsports directly by completing the product orientation request form. It is possible for an institution 

to access a qualified runningsports tutor to deliver the workshops. This can be arranged by contacting runningsports directly to broker an agreement 

with a tutor on the behalf of the institution. 

 

To purchase the club committee training workshops please complete the workshop request form that is attached to this information pack and return it to 

info@runningsports.org. On receiving the request, runningsports will provide the complete tutor pack, including all the resources listed above. Included 

with the tutor pack an institution will receive workshop attendance and evaluation forms that should be completed and returned to runningsports once the 

workshops have been held. This will ensure that all attendees receive their certificate of attendance. 
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CLUB COMMITTEE TRAINING 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

WHO IS THE TRAINING AIMED AT? Students that are involved or soon to be involved in the running of their university sports club committee. 

WHAT WILL STUDENTS LEARN 

THROUGH THE TRAINING? 

By completing this training, students will be able to: 

• Understand the key basic principles of club and volunteer development  

• Identify a focus for what the club committee wants to achieve  

• Ensure good teamwork and effective team members  

• Create firm foundations for the club through robust processes and procedures  

• Identify resources and support needed from the institution 

WHAT WILL THE CONTENT OF THE 

LEARNING LOOK LIKE? 

A series of interactive workshops have been developed which focus on: 

• Key roles of the committee including the Club Captain; Treasurer; and Secretary 

• Action planning - in particular volunteer retention, recognition and reward; risk assessment, organising 

fixtures and competition 

WHO WILL DELIVER THE TRAINING? It is important that the person delivering this training has experience, and empathy, with the work of club 

committees, processes and procedures of the institution. 

Three possible groups of people who could deliver this training have been identified: 

1. Existing runningsports tutors who work within the HE/FE sector 

2. Existing HE/FE tutors 

3. AU Officers who may wish to develop their facilitation/tutoring skills 

WHAT SKILLS / COMPETENCIES DO THE 

TUTORS NEED TO HAVE? 

Tutors interested in delivering this course of workshops should be able to evidence that they can plan, deliver 

and evaluate training to a student audience.   

runningsports has developed a Tutor Competency Framework against which all tutors should meet the 

minimum criteria.  However if they do not possess this minimum criteria, the institution can purchase training 

from runningsports.  

• Tutor training - £1900 per group of 6 people 

In the first instance, contact BUCS for more information about the different ways in which your tutors can be 

accredited to deliver this training. 

MY COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY DOES NOT 

HAVE ANYONE TO DELIVER THIS 

TRAINING, HOW CAN WE ACCESS IT? 

runningsports can broker an agreement on your behalf with a tutor for a fee.   

Costs will vary depending on how your institution wishes to structure the training.  Contact 

info@runningsports.org for more information. 
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WILL TUTORS BE PAID TO DELIVER THE 

TRAINING? 

Tutors delivering the training outside of their work programme will need to negotiate payment with their 

institution directly.  

HOW CAN THE TUTOR ACCESS THE 

TUTOR NOTES & RESOURCES? 

Tutors can purchase tutor packs via the runningsports administration team for £100 per tutor and be given 

access to electronic resources via the via the runningsports Tutor Intranet 

The set of 6 Quick Guides can be purchased from the runningsports administration team at a cost of £15 per 

6 titles.   

WHAT ARE THE PRODUCT ORIENTATION 

OPTIONS? 

1. Purchase tutor notes/slides and resources - £100 per tutor – one off purchase 

2. Offer product orientation - £1050 per group of up to 20 people 

Additional support can be offered and will be negotiated on a case by case basis. 

DO THE STUDENTS RECEIVE A 

CERTIFICATE ON COMPLETION OF THE 

TRAINING? 

Each course of workshops will need to be registered with the runningsports workshop administration team at 

a cost of £60 per course.  In return for this fee, the runningsports workshop administration team will supply 

workshop administration forms and evaluation forms to the institution course administrator, upon completion 

of the training and return of the above mentioned forms, candidate workshop certificates will be posted to the 

course organiser/tutor. 

HOW DOES THE COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY 

REGISTER THE COURSE? 

Complete the workshop request form and return it to runningsports Tel: 0800-363 373 

Email:info@runningsports.org  

Website: www.runningsports.org/club_support/university-training  

WHAT COSTS ARE INVOLVED? • Tutor training - £1900 per group of 6 people 

• Supply of tutor pack (including tutor notes, slides, handouts and 1 set of Quick Guides (no product 

orientation) - £100 per tutor 

• 1 day product orientation training (includes above resources) - £1050 per group of up to 20 people 

• Course registration fee - £60 per course in return for which up to 25 course certificates, workshop 

administration forms and evaluation forms will be sent to the institution course organiser/tutor 

• Further supply of quick guides for students (needed to support the training) - £15 per set of 6 

WHERE CAN I FIND OUT FURTHER 

INFORMATION? 

If you would like to have this training made available at your institution then please contact runningsports at: 

Tel: 0800-363 373  Email: info@runningsports.org 

www.runningsports.org/club_support/university-training  

Alternatively you can contact Matt Holdstock or Jon Brookstein at British Universities & Colleges Sport 

(BUCS) at: Tel: 020-7633 5080 Email: info@bucs.org.uk 
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Recommended Tutor Competency Framework 

BUCS and runningsports recommend that when sourcing an internal tutor to deliver the workshops, an institution should refer to the following tutor 
competency framework. External runningsports tutors are trained around all of the following competencies. It is also recommended that any tutor 
delivering the workshops should have a good understanding of the specific processes at that institution. 
 
The competencies are grouped under three key areas, and within each, there is a progressive development pathway, from an ‘emergent’ tutor to a tutor 
demonstrating advanced skills. This framework has been developed for trainers, and the starting point for a trainer is someone who can demonstrate the 
competence of an advanced level tutor.  
 
 
The three areas are: 
 
1. Planning and preparing to facilitate learning 

 

• explain how people learn 

• prepare for learning sessions 

• plan learning sessions 
 

  
2. Facilitating learning 

 

• create a positive learning environment  

• communication and presentation  

• manage group and individual learning 

• analysis, assessment and review 
 

 
3. Reviewing and evaluating    

 

• individual learners 

• learning programme 

• evaluate and develop own practice 
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Recommended Tutor Competency Framework 

1. Planning and preparing to facilitate learning - how people learn 
 

An established tutor should be able to: 

Identify different learning needs, styles and preferences and styles and adapt learning sessions to meet these needs 

 
Preparing for learning sessions 

Adapt learning sessions based on an assessment of existing knowledge and expectations, goals and the learning situation 

Adapt resources and learning sessions in formats that are accessible to all learners 
 

Planning learning sessions 

Adapt learning sessions to meet the needs of the learners and the available resources  

Select from a range of delivery methods to meet the learning aims and objectives and the needs of group members  

Plan a progressive series of learning experiences that build and develop throughout the session  

Manage the contribution of other people to the learning process  

 
 
2. Facilitating learning: Delivering a learning session 

 
Create a positive learning environment 

An established tutor should be able to: 

Establish a safe and positive learning environment where learners feel welcome 

Select appropriate activities to create and maintain a positive learning environment 

Encourage learners to express their views, concerns and comments positively, respecting each others views and rights Challenge 
discriminatory or other unacceptable behaviour 

Discuss with individual learners how (any) special needs can be met  

 
Communication and presentation 

Present information in using a variety of tone, manner and pace which is appropriate to the needs and capabilities of the learner 

Differentiate between essential and non-essential information 

Use a range of appropriate audio visual aids including technology based aids with confidence so that they enhance learning 

 
Manage and facilitate learning  

An established tutor should be able to: 

Select and use a range of delivery methods to provide variety and balance. 

Manage feedback that draws the learning from a learning activity 

Give learners positive feedback on the process and learning outcomes 

Structure initial and follow-up questions to test existing knowledge, raise awareness, draw out learning, probe and funnel, challenge 
misconceptions and extend learning 
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Facilitating learning through group work and activities 

Set up and manage group activities so that individuals are engaged and focused on clear learning outcomes 

Observe critically and support with interventions and effective questions to improve learning from within the group 

Manage any differences within the group so that all members of the group can continue to learn 

 
 
3. Reviewing and evaluating 

 
 Individual learners 

 
An established tutor should be able to: 

Create opportunities for regular discussion to review progress with learners 

Select and use a range of assessment methods 

Encourage learners to actively seek feedback on their learning/performance 

 
Learning programme 

 

Evaluate how effective the session is against the aims and objectives 

Evaluate the feedback and identify areas for development within the programme 

Draw on evaluation to contribute to the ongoing improvement of the learning programme 
 

Evaluate and develop own practice 

 
An established tutor should be able to: 

Self-review current competence using bench mark standards and personal aspirations 

Review performance using results, formative assessments, feedback from learners and peers 

 



 

 

 

Club Committee - Workshop Request  

Course Registration Details 

Region  

Contact Name  

College/University  

Correspondence/Invoice Address  

Telephone Number  

Email  

Name of workshop representative 
(at the event) if different from the above 

 

Telephone No. of workshop representative 
(at the event) if different from the above 

 

Email of workshop representative 
(at the event) if different from the above 

 

 

Venue Address (i.e. where the training will be taking place) 

Room Number:   

Name of Building:  

Name of Campus:   

Address of Campus:  

Postcode:  

 

Workshop Programme – please indicate which workshops you want delivered: 

���� The Role of the Club Captain 

this title is offered as a single 2 hour workshop 

Date:  

Start Time:  

End Time:  

���� The Role of the Treasurer  
this title is offered as a single 2 hour workshop 

Date:  

Start Time:  

End Time:  

���� The Role of the Secretary  
this title is offered as a single 2 hour workshop 

Date:  

Start Time:  

End Time:  

���� Role of the Committee  

this title combines the above 3 titles (Club Captain, 
Treasurer and Secretary) into a single 2 hour 
workshop.  Do not tick this option if you have 
chosen the individual workshops above. 

Date:  

Start Time:  

End Time:  

���� Planning Your Club’s Future 
this title is offered as a single 2 hour workshop 

Date:  

Start Time:  

End Time:  

 



 

 

 

Club Committee - Workshop Request  

 

Tutor Details 

Are you deploying your own accredited tutor? 
(Fee: £60 admin) Yes  ���� No ���� 

Do you require us to source a tutor for you? 
(Fee: £200 per workshop) 

Yes  ���� No ���� 

Name of your college/university accredited 
tutor deployed: 

 

Telephone number of tutor:  

Email address of tutor:  

 

Resources – Please indicate how many SETS of resources you require 

1 set = one each of the following Quick Guides: 
The Role of the Chairperson 

The Role of the Secretary 

The Role of the Treasurer 

How To Communicate Effectively 

Promoting And Marketing 

Developing Your Sports Action Plan 

(£15 per set) 

 

 
 
 
Signed:  .....................................................................................  Date:   ................................... 
 

 
 

Once you have completed this form please return it to info@runningsports.org 
 

If you have any question when completing this form then please contact runningsports on 0800 363 373



 

 

 

Club Committee - Workshop Request  

 

For runningsports office use only: 

 

Form received  

Entered onto System  

 

Workshop Price 
(deploying tutor & admin 
fee): 

£200 per workshop 
title  

Purchase Order 
Number: 

 

Workshop Price 
(admin fee only): 

£60 admin fee only 
Purchase Order 
Number: 

 

Resources: £15 per set  
Purchase Order 
Number: 

 

IRIS:  Maginus:  

TACC: (if required):  

 

Event Number:  

 

Tutor Name:  

Tutor Number:  

Email Address:  

Telephone Number:  

Mobile Number:  

 
 
 

Signed:  .....................................................................................  Date:   ................................... 



 

 

 

Club Committee - Workshop Request  

Roles and Responsibilities 
 

The purpose of this is to clarify the roles and responsibilities of runningsports and the Workshop Organiser (Partner). 
 
runningsports will be responsible for: 

 
Resources – Dispatch of resources upon confirmation of numbers from the college/university.  Providing workshop 
paperwork including handouts, evaluation forms and certificates. 
 
Post Workshop – Upon receipt of the post workshop paperwork (i.e. workshop attendee attendance forms, tutor and 
attendee evaluation forms), workshop certificates will be forwarded to the workshop organiser. 
 
Workshop Organiser (aka Tutor/University) will be responsible for: 

 
Confirmation – Confirmation in writing of workshop details (using the runningsports workshop request form), ensuring that all 
details are fully completed and relevant information is sent e.g. day and evening contact numbers. 
 
Publicity – All local publicity, which is essential for successful workshops.  
 
Costing – Setting appropriate fees for the workshop(s)  
 
Application/administration – Taking individual applications and monies, provision of receipts/confirmations, provision of 
maps and information regarding venue (e.g. refreshment availability, facilities for people with disabilities). 
 
Resources – Liasing with runningsports administration team regarding number of resources required and providing an 
official purchase order number for invoicing purposes. The partner must inform runningsports if resources fail to arrive 2 days 
before the workshop, so the order can be followed up in advance of the workshop. 
 
Venue – Provision of signage as appropriate, provision of presentation equipment (e.g. OHP/screen or PowerPoint facilities, 

flipchart or whiteboard, Tv/video player) and other facilities as requested by the tutor, as well as the provision of access to 
water/refreshments. 
 
Partner (at the event) – When an external tutor has been deployed to deliver this workshop, a representative must be at the 

venue to “meet and greet” the tutor and attendees. Their help is needed with registration, handing out resource packs and any 
other administrative details as required by the tutor. A contact number for this person must be available to accept calls a 
minimum of 1 hour prior to the workshop start time. 
 
Post Workshop – Collect and return the post workshop paperwork to runningsports (i.e. workshop attendee attendance 

forms, tutor and attendee evaluation forms), and then distribute the workshop certificates to students.  Follow up any feedback 
received re: venue, organisation, refreshments etc. 
 
Cancellations – Notify runningsports of any workshops that have been cancelled, especially when an external tutor has been 

deployed to deliver the workshop on behalf of the college/university.  At such times, the partner should confirm via email or 
telephone of any cancellations and inform all delegates of alternative options.  Partner will be required to pay a cancellation 
fee of £25 if the workshop is cancelled within 7 days or £50 if the workshop is cancelled within 48 hours if an external tutor 
has been deployed. 

 
Cancellations wherever possible should be made prior to ordering resources.  There is no returns policy in place for resources 
once they have been ordered. 
 
If the invoice has been received and costs paid, arrangements can be made for the workshop to be run on an alternative date. 

 

 

 

 

 


